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Epigenetic changes

stably heritable phenotype resulting from changes in
a chromosome without alterations in the DNA sequence

Why do cells differ among tissue types since all 
cells contain the same genes? 

The answer to this question is lies in how gene 
expression is regulated: not all genes are 
expressed in all tissues at all times

Conrad Hall Waddington (1957) 
The strategy of the genes, London, Allen and Unwin



General concepts

genetics epigenetics

gene regulationgenes and gene function

How DNA sequences lead
to changes in the cell/host

How DNA is regulated to 
achieve those changes.



genomics (“what is a gene?”, “how is
information encoded in DNA?”), 
transcriptomics (“how are genes
expressed?” / “how is information
encoded in RNA?”), 

proteomics (“how do proteins interact?” / 
“how is information encoded in
proteins?”), 

heredity (“how are traits passed on
between generations?” / “how is
information passed on through time?”), 

evolutionary genetics (“how does DNA 
change through time?” / “how much
genetic information do different
organisms share

genetic disease (“how do mutations lead
to disruptions in the host?”).

gene regulation (“how does the cell 
turn genes on and off?” / “how is 
information ‘compiled’ to produce a 
meaningful output?”),

gene-environment interactions 
(“how does gene expression change 
in response to environment?” / “how 
does context affect the way 
information is compiled?”), and 

protein-environmentinteractions
(“how does the activity of proteins 
change in response to the 
environment?”)

genetics EPIGENETICS



Epigenetic changes in evolutiion

The environmentally-induced DNA 

methylation causes phenotypic heterogeneity.

The role of DNA methylation in adaptive 

evolution is therefore unclear. 



Epigenetic changes



Methylation of nuclear DNA

CpNpN



• «resetting» of epigenetic 
status occurs in each 
generationby extensive 
demethylation and 
subsequent de novo DNA 
methylation during

gametogenesis and early 
development

• mostly symmetric CpG 
sequences

animals

• the epigenetic states of 
plant genes are

often stably inherited 
through generations.

• extensively methylated at 
two types of symmetric 
sequences, namely CpG 
and CpNpG, as well as at 
asymmetric ones

plants



Maintenance of Cytosine Methylation



Passive Demethylation of 5-
MethylCytosine



Establishment and Maintenance of
Cytosine Methylation



Some DNA Methyl Transferases 
are Essential



Critical CpG Sequences in CpG Islands Near Promoters

Pyrosequencing technology
represents a tool to determine
methylation levels of multiple
CpG sites in specific genes of
interest and this study shows its
applicability to investigate
pollutant-induced alterations of
methylation levels in fish.

Strömqvist M, Tooke N, Brunström B (2010) DNA methylation levels in the 5'flanking region of the 
vitellogenin I gene in liver and brain of adult zebrafish (Danio rerio)—Sex and tissue differences 
and effects of 17α-ethinylestradiol exposure. Aquatic Toxicology 98: 275-281



Epigenetics of Euchromatin versus 
Heterochromatin 

Me



X Chromosome Inactivation:
CG Island Methylation

Genes that are to be silenced from one of the
parental allele (i.e. expressed by only one
allele) become methylated during the
embryonic development in a process called
imprinting

This reprogramming of DNA methylation
found in zebrafish is similar to the
reprogramming during mammalian
development

MacKay AB, MhanniAA, McGowanRA, Krone PH (2007) Immunological detection of changes in genomic DNAmethylation during early zebrafish

development. Genome 50: 778-785.
Santos F, DeanW (2004) Epigenetic reprogramming during early development in mammals. Reproduction 127: 643-651.

DNA methylation reprogramming was
observed during the early embryonic
development of zebrafish (Danio rerio) in a 
recent study using an anti-5-methylcytosine
antibody in immunohistochemistry and
southwestern immunoblotting





Epigenetic changes can inhere the next 
generation

Edith Heard and Robert A. Martienssen 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2014.02.



Environmental factors can influence 
on epigenetic changes

There are epigenetic disease



Familiar nutrients like folic acid, B vitamins, SAM-e (S-Adenosyl 
methionine, a popular over-the-counter supplement) 
are key components of this methyl-making pathway.

Diets high in these methyl-
donating nutrients can rapidly
alter gene expression, especially
during earlydevelopment when
the epigenome is first being
established



How important a mother's diet is in shaping the epigenome 
of her offspring

When the agouti gene is methylated
(as it is in normal mice), the coat
color is brown and the mouse has a 
low disease risk.

Fat yellow mice and skinny brown
mice are genetically identical. The fat
yellow mice are different because they
have an epigenetic "mutation."

When a mouse's agouti gene is 
completely unmethylated, its 
coat is yellow and it is obese 
and prone diabetes and cancer.



Environment can Influence on Epigenetic 
Changes



Our health is not only determined by what we eat, 
but also what our parents ate

BPA appears to reduced methylation of the 
agouti gene. In the strain of mice that was 
studied, yellow mothers give birth to pups 
with a range of coat colors from yellow to 
brown. 
When mothers were fed BPA, their babies 
were more likely to be yellow and obese—
like the one shown on the left.
However, when mothers were fed BPA along 
with methyl-rich foods, the offspring were 
more likely to be brown and healthy—like 
the one on the right.
The maternal nutrient supplementation had 
counteracted the negative effects of 
exposure

pregnant mother's diet 
can affect the child's epigenetic 

outcome,



Our health is not only determined by what we eat, 
but also what our parents ate

,

dad's diet can affect the child's 

epigenetic outcome,

food availability between the ages 
of nine and twelve for the paternal 
grandfather affected the lifespan 
of his grandchildren. But not in 
the way you might think.

Shortage of food for the grandfather was 
associated with extended lifespan of his 
grandchildren.
Food abundance, on the other hand, was 
associated with a greatly shortened lifespan 
of the grandchildren. 
Early death was the result of either diabetes 
or heart disease

Нехватка продовольствия для дедушки 
была связана с увеличением 
продолжительности жизни его внуков.
С другой стороны, изобилие пищи было 
связано с значительно сокращенной 
продолжительностью жизни внуков. 
Ранняя смерть была результатом либо 
диабета, либо болезни сердца



The larvae that develop into workers 
and queens are genetically identical. 
But because of her royal jelly diet, the 
queen will develop ovaries and a 
larger abdomen for egg laying, while 
the worker will be sterile.

Royal jelly silences a key gene (Dnmt3), which codes 
for an enzyme that silences a group of queen genes.
When Dnmt3is turned "on," the queen genes are 
epigenetically silenced, and the larvae develop into 
the default "worker" variety. But when royal jelly 
turns Dnmt3"off," the queen genes jump into action, 
turning the larvae into queens



Twins share the same genes but their environments 
become more different as they age. 



Environment can Influence on Epigenetic 
changes

Cell Signalling Biology - Michael J. Berridge - www.cellsignallingbiology.org - 2012 

The effect of 
environmental 

factors on 
epigenetic

inheritance is 
equally 

important to the 
ecological 
sciences.







To look at brain because of its role in behavioural 
differences between sexes, as well as it is the second 
most sexually dimorphic organ (after the gonads) 
and there is a wealth of evidence supporting sex 
specific gene expression other organisms

Epigenetic mechanisms (i.e., DNA 
methylation) are involved in 
determining sexual traits and sex 
specific gene expression



Epigenetics can explain the phenotypic 
variance that cannot be explained by 
genetic variance

GeneHc. AFLP: EcoRI + MseI
EpigeneHc. MS-AFLP: EcoRI + HpaII or MspI



Epignetics and Stress

Sea bass
Thermal stress Díaz & Piferrer (2015). 

BMC Genomics

Zebrafish
Confinement 
stress Valdivieso et al. (Unpubl. Obs.)



DNA methylation is unique from other 
epigenetic mechanisms increased
mutability

For example, the rate of C-to-T mutations is 10-
fold to 50-fold higher in humans’ methylated
cytosines 

(Duncan and Miller 1980; Bulmer 1986; Britten et al. 1988; Sved 
and Bird 1990).

patterns of depletion of CpG dinucleotides 
include adaptive mutations or reflect neutral 
and tolerated genomic changes 

(Flores and Amdam 2011)



DNA methylation and polyploids

Spontaneous polyploids have been observed in 
several phylogenetically distant orders, including 
both wild and farmed fish species. In the vertebrates, 
polyploid species are not exclusive to fish, since they 
have been reported in different groups, from 
amphibians to occasionally even in mammals. 
Polyploids can originate either from alterations of 
meiotic or mitotic processes in specimens within a 
species (autopolyploidy) or by reproductive contact 
among species (allopolyploidy).



Conclusion

-Epigenetics can explain the phenotypic variance that 
cannot be explained by genetic variance

-Epigenetic mechanisms provide organisms with the 
ability to integrate genomic and environmental 
information to produce a given phenotype

-The effect of the environment can be passed down to 
the following generations even if the original stimulus 
is no longer present. This opens the possibility of 
epigenetic programming in animal husbandry, which is 
a non-pharmacological approach to production 
improvement



Conclusion

-Timing is everything. Effects are stronger if the 
stimulus occurs during early development. 
Epigenetic modifications can be permanent and are 
involved in the process of domestication

-Transgenerational epigenetic inheritance is a type 
of non-Mendelian inheritance that involves 
retention vs. reprogramming of epigenetic marks 
and is dependent on DNA methylation



Specific

a particular 
gene activity is 

directly 
influenced by 

methylation of 
its regulatory 

regions, 

General

methylation 
causes changes 

in the chromatin 
structure

The regulatory effects of DNA 
methylation could be divided 

in two broad categories: 



Specific methylation



The methods of  total DNA methylation 
analysis

Daniel Zilberman, and Steven Henikoff Development 2007;134:3959-3965



Luminometric methods 
(LUMA )



Luminometric methods (LUMA )

DNA isolation 
Tika izmantotas trīs DNS izdalīšanas metodes: 

izsālīšanas metode Aljanabi 1997

metode ar fenola-hloroforma attīrīšanu 

izdalīšana ar DNeasy Plant MiniKit palīdzību ar ražotāja rekomendācijām.

Our study showed that LUMA is sensitive to poor DNA 
quality and DNA fragmentation



Luminometric methods (LUMA)

1-(HpaII(G)/EcoRI(T))/(MspI(G)/EcoRI(T)) x100, where G and T are the peak heights 
for HpaII or MspI (methylation) and EcoRI (input DNA), respectively

Per cent methylation is calculated



Perccottus glenii, caught in. Lake 
Trikartu, Daugavpils A., Pupins M., 
Skute A., Pupina Ag., Karklins A. 
2015

The study of invasion success must be 
considered complete with the evolutionary 
genetics, as it might be correlated with the 
genetic polymorphism of populations, which 
directly influence the invasive species capacity 
for dissemination (Lee, 2002). 

Perccottus glenii

Trikarta lake Zirga lake Lubasta lake Olimpijska lake
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Thank your for attention


